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TV promotion begins

Poll shows voters misunderstand bond issue
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by Don Linscott
Staff Writer
A recent poll of 435 randomly selected
adults likely to vote on the bond issues
in November ranks the UMaine bond
issue third in priority out of four, said
the research director for the Maine
Advancement Program, Wednesday.
John Andrews said the poll was conducted during the last week of
September and first week of October by
Mainepoll to determine how the public
prioritized the bond issues.
The poll showed that the Vocational
Technical Institute bond and the bond
to improve prison facilities were considered more important than the university bond and the bond to construct new
courthouses ranked last among Maine
voters.
Andrews said the poll is neither
positive or negative as far as determining
whether the university bond will pass in
November, but said it proves that the

issue is "somewhere in the middle" in
terms of importance to Maine citizens.
Andrews said of those who said they
would vote against the university referendum that roughly 30 percent couldn't
give a reason for not supporting it. He
said this percentage doesn't know
enough about it.
Another 30 percent said the $16.5
million that will go into the UMaine
system if the referendum is approved
isn't needed, he said. Of this 30 percent,
20 percent said there are enough
buildings at the University of Maine
now.
"It is not clear that people understand
that this money would go to all
(UMaine)campuses rather than just the
UMO campus," he said.
Andrews said many of those polled
are under the understanding that the
bond money will benefit only the UMO
campus and most think the campus is
large enough as it exists now.

Another 12 percent of those who said
they will vote against referendum
number three said the university should
pay for itself and its own renovations out
of tuition revenues while an additional
10 percent said they won't support the
bond because $16.5 million is too much
money, he said
Andrews said 6 percent of those opposing it said the money would be better
spent elsewhere
Of those who said they will support
the university bond issue, Andrews said
roughly 50 percent said they will do so
because they believe education is important to the future of the state.
"A good, solid majority that are going
to VOle for it are doing it because of its
educational value," he said. •
Another 20 percent said they will support the bond because there is an
apparent need for buildings and repairs
in the UMaine system to reduce
overcrowding.

Andrews said roughly seven percent
will support it because they feel iris a
good investment.
He said the poll is inconclusive in relation to determining whether the university bond issue will pass, but said it indicates that something should be done
to increase the public awareness of it.
UMO President Arthur Johnson said
the poll didn't show as much popularity
for the bond as he had hoped, but said
a major advertising.push for its passage
will come during the next two weeks and
continue up until election day.
Johnson said a television prime time
campaign has been put into action to
educate the public and said he hopes it
will ccinvince voters to support referendum number three in November.
Johnson said the bond issue is vital to
the UMaine system and said his
administration will be working as hard
as it can to see that the bond passes.

Ethics committee seeks president's support
by Jim Emple
Staff Writer
The Committee on Faculty Professional Standards, Ethics and Excellence
met Wednesday with UMO President
Arthur Johnson in what one member of
the committee called a very positive
meeting.
Mark Lutz, professor of economics,
said the president was in support of the
positive goals that were outlined in the
committee's report which will be issued
to the University Visiting Comrdittee on
Nov. 2.
The committee's report outlined the
problems faculty have had in solving
noncontractual grievances and outlined
steps to correct the situation. Lutz said,
"The existing system tends to create
problems involving unresolved complaints. Right now there is no
mechanism that solves those concerns
and this will lead to a decrease in excellence."
He said the committee wanted to get
the president's response before circulating the petition beginning Friday.
He said, "I feel the president was surprised at the constructive proposals and
he is basically behind it. He did criticize
the timing and the way we came out with
the initial petition."
Lutz said the group had to come out
with the petition quickly to have time to
present a complete report to the visiting
committee. "We didn't mean for it tc
come out at the same time u the bald
-issue," he said.
The committee's report is called the
"Report to the University Visiting Committee," and it describes why nonremain
grievances
contractual
unresolved and establishes steps to correct the present system.
According to the report, article 14 of
the faculty collective bargaining contract
said, "A 'grievance' shall mean an unsolved complaint arising during the
period of this agreement between the
university and a unit member, a group
of unit members or the association with
respect to the interpretation or application of a specific term of this agreement."

The report further states that matters
not covered by the contract, are
"therefore no longer grievable"
Lutz said, "The administration
handles those complaints in an informal
manner."
The report said, "This existing informal procedure is unsatisfactory. To the
extent that complaints are not resolved,
there is resentment, accumulation of ill
will, potential harassment, conflict, and
an atmosphere inhibiting excellence"
The report listed 12 problems, but said
many others existed. Among the 12
problems, although not listing any
specific examples, were: The questions of
standards where the informal procedure
to handle complaints is considered time
consuming, with an unstructured procedure leading to unresolved complaints;
questions of professional standards
when those in supervisory and other
administrative positions have lesser
educational credentials than those under
them; questions about the administration's apparent lack of sensitivity and

concern for significant inequities in
faculty salaries which leads to low
morale and faculty conflict; and questions concerning the lack of consistent
criteria for rules and procedures among
departments.
Lutz said a standing committee
involving faculty, administrators,
representatives of the Board of Trustees,
and representatives of the public at large
should be established.
Mark Hall, assistant to the president,
said, "To tell you the truth, it sounds like
a good procedure. I think Arthur
(Johnson) agrees with the idea of a standing committee."
Hall said, "Theoretically you would
follow- the chain of command (to settle
a non-contractual grievance)."
If a non-contractual grievance occurs
now, faculty members must bring the
issue to the attention of their department
chairman. If it isn't settled by the chairman, the faculty member must bring the
complaint to the dean of the college and
if no action is taken there then the vice

president for academic affairs becomes
involved.
Lutz said of this procedure, "If
nobody helps me that's too bad — it's
a runaround."
Hall said non-contractual grievances
should be settled at the dean's level.
Melvin Burke, a committee member and
professor of economics, said, "If this
isn't addressed soon, in a few years some
good professors are going to leave. It's
not an issue of protocol, it's more fundamental."
According to the report, the standing
committee would decide the legitimacy
and merit of complaints and would
publicly recommend action to the administration. The administration would
then be responsible to settle the
complaint.
Hall said, "I think -Arthur will
approve of this committee. He didn't
make a commitment, but the idea is
sound."
Johnson was unavailable for
comment.
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Summer job interviews available for juniors
by Melinda Lake
Staff Writer
Although it is only October and summer is still eight months away, now is the
time for juniors to start preparing to
find a good job for Summer '85.
Ruth A. Doucette, assistant director of
career planning and placement, said it
is hard to get students interested in summer jobs this time of year but "they have
to start now."
Doucette said deadlines for applications are arriving every day and interviews for jobs for next summer are currently being held,
The Part‘time and Summer Jobs
Program, Office of Career Planning and
Placement, is located in the basement of
Wingate Hall, and offers workshops
inchiding resume writing, interview tech-

niques, and job-seeking strategies to help
students in preparing for a good summer job.
Doucette said registering through the
office doesn't mean the student can sit
back and wait for the office to find them
a job, because "although the office will
help as much as we possibly can, we
want the student to actively participate
in finding their summer job"
Due to space limitations, the office
places only its most current job listings
on the bulletin board in the Memorial
Union and keeps a notebook with all the
listings in the office. Anyone can come
in and look through the notebook, but
Doucette said, "it takes time, so 'don't
come in between classes when you only
have five or 10 minutes."
Last year, out of 1,315 students

participating in the program during the
academic year and the summer, a total
of 408 found jobs through the office and
generated $360,555 in earnings.
"This means that 30 percent of the
students we know of find jobs,"
Doucette said.
John Libby and Kam Mun, senior
electrical engineering majors, found jobs
at the Weyerhaeuser pulp and paper
company in Washington state through
the Part-time and Summer Jobs
Program.
The job locating process "took a lot
more time than we thought — five to
seven hours a week, not including interviews," Libby said." A lot of time
was spent just getting ready mentally
and physically for the interviews."
Libby said he couldn't have done it

without the help of the jobs program,
and "although it won't be easy, I'm fairly
confident I'll get a good job."
Mun said his job involved designing
control equipment and computer programing, and Libby did research on a
digital camera that uses a computer
screen instead of film.
Doucette said most of the companies
interviewing for jobs in the technical
fields usually look for a grade point
average of 3.0 and above.
There are 12 more workshops scheduled between Oct. 30 and Nov. 14, but
the workshops are available on videotape
for the convenience of the students,
Doucette said.
The office is operated on a walk-in
basis, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
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University students voice party issues in debate
by Ken Brack
Staff Writer
Members of the University Democrats
and College Republicans debated last
night in front of a small audience in the
Stodder Complex cafeteria. Both groups
reiterated party platform statements and
stressed differing statistics when address-

ing the issues, which included tax plans,
spending priorities, the federal deficit,
the military budget, education, social
welfare programs, foreign policy, and
abortion.
Concerning taxes, the College
Republicans emphasized their belief that
Reagan's tax plan — which includes a 25
percent median cut for everyone — is
largely responsible for the creation of six
million new jobs.
.
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Donald Lewis, member of College
Republicans, said the accelerated
depreciation schedules act as an incentive for businesses to invest in new
growth, since "they can recover from the
initial investments much faster."
The University Democrats responded
by saying the brunt of the tax decreases
benefits those earning $100,000 a year or
more, and that 108 major corporations
were not paying any income taxes
because of the Reagan repeal of the
wind-fall profits tax in his first year.
Joseph Pratt, member of University
Democrats, said, "We must look at the
tax cuts not as a median but in a total
context: the poor got poorer, and the
rich in fact got richer."
Addressing the federal deficit, College
Republicans said that continuing
economic growth would be its main cure,
and asserted that because of growth this
year, the figure will be $50 billion dollars
less than projected.
University Democrats said that since
1980 Reagan has been talking about a
Halloween Party
tonight at 8 p.m.

Or
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Becky

+
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balanced budget and the deficit has
steadily increased. University Democrats
President Ed Hansen said that a "10percent growth rate in a recession will not
help decrease the deficit.., we need a plan
to tax the corporations."
Discussing the military budget,
College Republicans said the "decreased
military spending" of the 1970s needed
to be reversed. College Republican President Paul Conway said that under
Carter, "the great ship of state looked
like a rudderless boat" since American
power had slipped, and he cited the
invasion of Afghanistan and the Iranian
hostage crisis as examples.
University Democrats said their platform "moves away from first stiike
destabilfzing weapons to more
defendable weapons (such as the
Minuteman missile)," and criticized
the Reagan strategic buildup. Joe
Baldacci, member of University
Democrats, said, "Although we have
spent nearly a trillion dollars in four
years, we still have been humiliated in
Lebanon."
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Crowds of tailgaters pose Homecoming problem
by Sue Swift
Staff Writer
The major problem with this year's
UMO Homecoming festivities was
clearing the tailgate area at kick-off time,
said an assistant director of police
services.
William Prosser said, "There were at
least 700 people at the tailgate area and
for about 15 minutes we had to take all

available police officers away from their
posts to clear the area.
"As a result, a lot of alcoholic
beverages were brought into the football
stadium without our knowledge, because
there were no officers at the gates," he
said.
"Regulations state that there will be
no kegs, beerballs, or tap-like dispensers
allowed at 'tailgate' parties prior to
UMO football games.
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"The tailgate area between Alfond
Arena and the football stadium will
open at 11 am, and close at the start of
the game.
"Bottles and cans of alcohol will be
allowed in the tailgate area, with cans
being the preferred container." (Maine
Campus 9/19/84)
UMO police officer William L.
Laughlin said, "The biggest problem
with shutting down the tailgate area was
the fact that the atmosphere was close
to the protests of last year, when people
were just not complying when asked to
leave the tailgate area."
He said, "We had more problems
taking alcohol away from alumni than
from students."
UMO police officer Paul F.
Miragliuolo said, "I don't know how
many people said to me — 'I'm an
alumni', and I'd reply, '1 am too'!"
Prosser said, "We made it clear to
everyone who entered the tailgate area
that at 1730 p.m. the area was no longer
a legal place to drink.
"But after someone's been drinking
since II a.m., they don't quite hear you
if you ask them to vacate the tailgate
area," he said.
"It took from 145 p.m. to 2 p.m.
for the police officers to clear the tailgate
area, after the start of the UMO-UMass
football game," Prosser said.
He said about 12 officers went out to
the perimeters of the tailgate area telling
people "that it was time to pack it up,
and watch the game," and had to circle through two or three more times,
warning stragglers.
"After we close the tailgate area, it
becomes a violation of state law to drink
in that area," Prosser said.
UMO police officer Raymond D.
Thibodeau said, "It's pretty hard to let
people drink from 11:00 a.m. to 1;30
p.m., and then tell them,'You can't drink
anymore"
Prosser said the majority of problems
stemmed from the "younger, first or
second-year alumni, who basically came
back to party with their friends."
Harry S. Dalton, UMO police officer,
said that most of the students and older
alumni left at kick-off time to watch the
football game.
Both Prosser and Miragliuolo cited
closing down the tailgate area as the
major reason "a number of concealed
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alcoholic beverages were brought in the
football stadium."
When asked if people obeyed the new
tailgate policies, Miragliuolo said, "there
were a couple of kegs brought into the
area in the trunks of cars."
Prosser said, "Here's a situation where
we had 700 people packed into a big, big
area. If there's a keg way in the back,
then the police officer's just not going
to see it."
"People aren't stupid enough to leave
a keg in full view ... when they see an
officer coming their way, then they close
the trunk ... if all the officer sees is an
alumnus or student having a casual beer
with a hotdog or hamburger, then there's
nothing he can do," Prosser said.
He said legal identification was required for entrance into the tailgate area,
but the volume of people at the
Homecoming festivity made it difficult.
Laughlin said, "This was probably the
quietest Homecoming that I can
remember."
Prosser said no summonses were given
out and that "the best part of
Homecoming was the fact that when we
asked for cooperation, we got cooperation."
"Those people that remained behind
really didn't come to watch the game, but
to drink with their friends," he said.
"Next year the administration may
want to think about setting aside a section for those alumni that just want to
come back and drink with their friends,
it may eliminate the situation," Prosser said. .
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Legislators

World/U.S.News
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Mondale seeks farm vote

Reagan calls Grenada end of `self-doubt'
The Associated Press
President Reagan described the invasion of Grenada on Wednesday as a
turning point in ending America's "selfdoubt and national confusion," while
Walter F. Mondale told Midwest farmers
that Reagan has forgotten them and
"deserves to be kicked out" of office.
At a White House ceremony commemorating the first anniversary of the
military' incursion, Reagan said, "this is
the meaning of peace through strength.
"During the latter part of the 1970s,
America passed through a period of selfdoubt and national confusion. We talked and acted like a nation in decline and
the world believed us," he said.
The president ended a four-day campaign trip with a stop in Columbus,
Ohio, before flying to Washington,

where he met with 75 of the U.S. medical
students evacuated from Grenada by
American forces. Nineteen U.S. servicemen died in the invasion.
The president had ignored the first anniversary lbesday of the terrorist bombing of the Marine headquarters in
Beirut, which killed 241 U.S. servicemen.
But he mentioned the Beirut tragedy
Wednesday "Vie will always honor these
brave Americans," he said. "Let no
one doubt that those brave men were
heroes every bit as much in their
peacekeeping mission, as were our
soldiers in their rescue mission in
Grenada."
Mondale, campaigning in rural areas
of Illinois, Missouri and Iowa, said,
"The issue in 1984 is not about farmers

who got lazy and forgot how. to farm,
it's about a president who forgot about
farmers and deserves to be kicked
out."
Meanwhile, a new ABC News poll
released Wednesday showed Reagan is
still leading Mondale by 12 percentage
points, 54 percent to 42 percent, the
same margin as last week, before the
candidates' second debate.
Pollsters questioned 1,000 registered
voters on Monday and Tbesday of this
week.
Reagan told the medical students that
U.S. forces "went to Grenada not to
conquer but to liberate," then left the
island so Grenadians could, "give peace,
freedom, democracy and selfdetermination a chance." A provisional government set up by. the U.S. and

its East Caribbean allies now governs the
island. No date has been set for
elections.
For the se,cond day in a row, in a
campus appearance, the president
encountered hecklers. About 30 young
people seated together in the hall when
Reagan was speaking and shouted
"Liar" and "just ain't so" during the
president's 30-minute speech. At one
point, Reagan said, "You know, I know
it's going to break their hearts, but I
can't,understand a word they are saying,
Vice President George Bush, in an interview in Washington with WAR, a
Baton Rouge, La., television station, called those hecklers "a group of left-wing
kids" who "don't believe in strength for
the United States."

Social Security benefits to increase slightly in '85
WASHINGTON (AP) — Social
Security benefits will go up 3.5 percent
in January', putting an extra $15 a month
in the checks of the average retired
worker and $26 for an elderly couple, the
government announced Wednesday.
It will cost Social Security's trust
funds $6.2 billion to pay the extra
benefits to the system's 36.1 million
retired or disabled workers and their
families in the year ahead.
But when benefits go up, so does the
ceiling of Social Security taxes. The
payroll tax in 1985 will be levied on
earnings up to $39,600 in 1985, up from
$37,800 this year.
Coupled with a scheduled tax rate
increase to 7.05 percent from 6.7 percent,
that will cost 8.9 million workers up to
$259.20 apiece, boosting the maximum
annual levy to $2,791.80. Employers will

see their taxes rise by $145.80 per worker
at the top.
The Social Security system expects to
take in $2 billion from raising the wage
base and $1.8 billion from the tax rate
increase.
The benefit increase is the second
consecutive annual 3.5 percent hike, the
smallest since benefits were tied to inflation in 1975. It became official Wednesday when the government released the
Consumer Price Index for September.
Benefits now have climbed 108 percent
since 1975. The biggest jumps were in
1980 and 1981 — 14.3 and 11.2 percent,
respectively.
Welfare checks for almost 4 million
aged, blind or disabled poor people in
the Supplemental Security Income pro
gram will go up by the same percentage
I .91-04.1.1.76.4.1•91
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at year's end, at a cost of $205 million.
Although Congress, at President
Reagan's urging, recently passed legislation guaranteeing an increase even if inflation fell below the three percent
trigger, it turned out they needn't have
bothered.

Judge convicts nurse
in child-injury case
SAN ANTONIO, Texas (API — A
former nurse was convicted Wednesday
of injuring a child with an overdose of
a blood-thinning drug, and a state
district judge sentenced her to 60 years
in prison.
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Actuaries had forecast in the summer
that the CPI might fall just below three
percent, and the politicians did not relish
telling the elderly two weeks before the
election there would be no Social Security increase this year. But the pace of
inflation quickened.
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The verdict against Genene Jones,
who is already serving a 99-year sentence
for murdering another child with injections of a muscle relaxant, came minutes
after final arguments in the non-jury
trial. The sentences will be served
concurrently.
Jones faces seven other child-injury
charges in nearby Kerr County.
"She took it stoically," said defense
attorney Royal Griffin. "It was a fair
fight and we lost."
Jones, 34, was found guilty of injuring
one-month-old Rolando Santos with an
overdose of heparin on Jan. 9, 1982,
while the baby was being treated for
pneumonia in the pediatric intensive care
unit at Medical Center Hospital.
The child has since recovered and has
been released.
Griffm, who called no.witnesses in the
seven-day trial, said he would appeal the
decision. He told reporters he chose not
to present a defense because the state
based its case on "very sketchy circumstantial evidence."
"There were lots of people around
that could have done it," he said.
In testimony Wednesday, the nurse's
former cellmate at the Naar County Jail
said Jones told her she "killed those
babies."
Kathy Engelke, 20, testified she was
jailed for drunken driving on Oct. 10
and was placed in a cell with Jones"She asked me why I was there. I said
driving while intoxicated. I asked her
why she was in and she said,'I'm Genene
Jones, the nurse that killed those
babies:" Engelke said.
Prosecutors took nearly seven days to
present their case against Jones, who was
employed at Medical Center Hospital
from 1978 to 1982. Prosecutors say they
are still investigating mysterious infant
deaths that occurred during that period.
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PARIS (AP) — President Francois
Mitterrand has ignited an uproar in his
ruling Socialist Party by deciding to send
a top aide to Algeria's celebration of the
30th anniversary of the uprising against
French colonial rule.
Foreign Minister Claude Cheysson
will be the official French representative
at the Nov. 1 anniversary festivities.
More than 22 years after President
Charles De Gaulle granted Algeria its independence, lingering memories of the
bloody rebellion can stir up bitter
hatreds among the French.
"The Algerian war is still vividly.
present in the memory of all Frenchmen," Socialist deputy AlaM Richard
said recently as he protested Nlitterrand's
decision.
More than 25,000 French soldiers and
several thousand French civilians died
during the eight-year Algerian war.
Many of the French victims were killed
in terroris, actions by the Algerian
National Liberation Front.
There are no precise statistics of losses
on the Algerian side, but the Algerian
government estimates that more than
1 million guerrillas and civilians were
killed. The war ended with a 1962 peace
treaty paving the way for independence.
Mitterrand made the decision to send
Cheysson during his one-day visit to
Algiers last Friday for talks with President Chadli Bendjedid, who was elected
last January to a new five-year term.

The French president's visit was intended to soothe the sharp irritation expressed in Algeria over two trips Minerrand made to Morocco in September
following Morocco's treaty of union with
Libya.
At Tuesday's weekly meeting of the
265 Socialist deputies in France's
National Assembly, many legislators
protested virulently against Nlitterrand's
gesture. So many of the Socialist
deputies wanted to speak, that the
meeting had to be resumed Wednesday.
The protests came particularly from
deputies from southern France, where
most of the 1.5 million French settlers
who fled Algeria after independence are
now living.

"Thirty years have gone by," Jospin
told the stormy party meeting. "We must
turn the page."
French representatives, he said, have
paid tribute to the Algerian liberation
struggle more discreetly in previous years
without arousing a storm of protest.
France could not afford to be absent
from this year's exceptional ceremonies,
he said,. particularly since high-level
delegations will represent the United
States, Britain, West Germany and other
Western nations.

The liberation struggle began on All
Saints Day 1954 with coordinated surprise attacks on French civilians and
police posts in eastern Algeria's Aures
Mountains. About 20 French settlers and
policemen were killed.

Since de Gaulle, all French governments have regarded Algeria as the
linchpin of France's policies toward
Africa and the Arab world. Despite-the
expulsion of the French settlers, the
nationalization of French-owned land
and industry and the "anti-imperialist"
posture of previous Algerian governments:France has never wavered in its
policy of goodwill toward its fomer
colony.

The anniversary of the attacks has
long been Algeria's main national holiday, far exceeding the importance of independence day, July 5.
Lionel Jospin, first secretary of the
Socialist Party, defended Mitterrand's
decision to send Cheysson to the
elaborate ceremonies planned to
celebrate the 30th anniversary of the
uprising.

The French also have important
commercial interests at stake. Oil-rich
Algeria is France's largest trading
partner in the Third World, its major
supplier of oil and natural gas and the
main customer for many French
industries.
The deputies opposed to Cheysson's
trip argued that a lower-level official
should have been sent to the ceremonies.

Several deputies said memories of the
terrorist attacks on French settlers were
still too fresh for the government to pay
tribute to those who staged the attacks.
Andre Billardon, president of the
Socialist parliamentary group, supported
the government, but conceded that the
issue aroused "passionate reactions"
throughout the country.
Comments from the conservative
opposition party were often vehement.
The Gaullist group in the Senate
declared that Cheysson's visit was
"unworthy of the respect due to the innocent victims" of the Nov. 1 Aures
attacks.
The Association of Veterans of the
,Algerian War addressed a sharply
worded protest to Mitterrand. And the
Association of Former French Settlers in
Algeria warned that the government
action "will be remembered during the
next legislative and local elections."
Last June, the anti-immigrant
"French-first" National Front Party won
11 percent of the country's vote in the
elections for the European Parliament
that revolved around national issues.
At a time of high unemployment and
rising street crime, the far-right populist
movement attracted support with its
themes of sending home immigrants
from Algeria, Morocco and Tiznisia,
restoring the death penalty and lowering
taxes.

Folk song inspires controversy once again
NEW YORK (AP)—For years, some to use the song as a symbol of innocuous
listeners have charged that the 1960s folk intent .. 'Puff the Magic Drag On' was
song "Puff the Magic Dragon" is rife also about drugs and drug use.
"Considering the terrible impact that
with drug references. Now the controversy has flared again amid arguments drugs have had, not only on her fellow
over the Reagan administration's Central artists but on youth in general, the
American policies. The latest round was contrast between gun and song is not as
sparked last month by Mary Travers, of extreme as Miss Travers would have us
the singing group Peter, Paul and Mary, believe," Wouk wrote. Wouk's letter
which made the song popular. In an ar- was too much for singing group member
tide for the op-ed page of The New York Peter Yarrow to ignore.
"Let's get it straight once and for
Times, she decried reports the United
States might send the AC-47 gunship to all," said Yarrow, the song's co-writer.
sprays
aircraft,
which
"Puff
the Magic Dragon' is not about
Salvador.
The
El
up to 18,000 rounds of ammunition each drugs. it is inane to assert that 'Puff' is
minute, was used in Vietnam. where it about anything other than the sadness
of lost childhood innocence."
became known as "Puff."
"Puff," Yarrow said in an interview
"To us and ,to millions of Americans,
'Puff' has always been a song for Tuesday, "is just what it seems to be: a
about a boy who fantasizes about
children,"
song
children, not a killer of
Miss Travers wrote. "We must respond a dragon, then abandons his childhood
to an administration that says other- fantasy as he grows up."
Yarrow wrote the song with his friend
wise.
Jordan Wouk, 36, of Teaneck, N.J., Lenny Lipton while the two were
wrote in response that "it is disingenuous students at Cornell in 1962.

For sale: 1984 Honda
---VT-700C/Shadow black, shaft
drive, liquid coded, extremely
—fast. 7,000 miles. $2000 flint.
Call Mike at 581-1271.
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OUR IMPORTED
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TEAC V-95 RX Auto reverse
cassette deck features dolby
B and DBX noise reduction,
programmable music search
block repeat, sensortouch buttons, chrome and metal
capability. 2 years old, very little use, has new factory installed heads. Best offer over
$250. Call Mike at 581-1271,
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The use of the name by the military
also bothers Yarrow, who along with his
singing partners is about to release a new

ir -Or -Pr**

song, "El Salvador," which savages
U.S. policy in that country.

****-********

Give Up Lunch
for the
United Way

*

Wednesday, October 31st
Sign up at:
Tuesday 23rd
Wells Commons
Stodder Commons Wednesday 24th
Thursday 25th
York Commons
During Suppertime

Anybody with a meal plan can donate!
All proceeds will benefit
the Penobscot Valley United Way
Sponsored by:
I.D.B. (Board of Student Government)
and campus service groups

'*
******************:
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Stir fried

Editorial

KERRY ZABICK1

Slingin_g,nicu41
T

here was, after bOth political parties held
their national conventions, room for hope
that we would see a very unique thing in
this presidential election. A campaign based, at
.... least for the most part, on issues.
- But, as the campaign comes to close, and the
-----Democrats are so far behind in the poles that hope
, for victory seems absurd, they have forgotten the
. idea of attacks on issues, and have reverted to
good old-fashioned mud slinging
The Democrats, however, should not take all of
the blame. At the start Reagan's campaign was
based not on taking pot shdf's at Mondale, but on
emphasizing his achievements. Now, they base
responded to the change in Democratic tactics, by
flinging some muck of their own.
At the start, there was some hope that
Americans could form their opinions based on
their judgements of the qualifications of the
candidates, on what they have done, and what
they say they will try to do.
No longer are the candidates trying to win the .
election by proving that they are the better.man.
They are trying to win by proving that the other is
a worse man.
If you examine this closely, the reasons behind
this are clear.
Mud slinging stems from the fact that the
candidates realize that they cannot win based on
how they good they are. Either because they have
__.uO,ne deep fear that on this basis the best man will
- win, but it will not be him, or because the have

when w

When I grow up
the feeling that they are not good enough, no
matter the quality of their opponent.
To remedy this they set out to make themselves
look good by making their opponent look bad.
The standard of their value as president becomes . .
not their virtues, but their virtues compared to
their opponent's lack of virtue.
Mondale is under the impression that he will
look like the best choice for president if he can
convince the American public that Reagan does
not know the facts, or understand the issues.
Reagan is under the impression That by
portraying Mondale as whiney, week; and
associating him. with the debacle of the Carter
years, he will shine forth as the best possible
choice.
The standard of value, the key to making any
choice, becomes not ability but lack of ability, not
competence but lack of incompetence. The best
man becomes the one who is the least
incompetent, and the least morally depraved. When
this happens, the only choice that can be made is
"the lesser of two evils."
The tragedy of this is, that no matter which one
you chose, you are still settling for something you
consider to be evil.
The start of campaign mud-slinging, from both
sides, is a sure sign that neither candidate is
worthy of. the position.
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"Well. Kerry; what do you want lobe
when you grow up?" That has got to be
the worst question in the world to hear.
Especially when you are a 23-year-old
college senior. What, indeed?
Some people grow up knowing exactly what they want to do with ;heir lives;
how they *ant to earn their keep, so to
speak, in this world.
Not me.
It is not that I have no ambitions, it's
just that I want to be so many different
things. In my four and one half years
here, I have majored in communication, psychology, political science,
English, philosophy, and journalism. If
I could. I would have added to that list
nutrition, forestry., plants and soils, nursing and egineering for the jobs I would
have. when I graduated. I carried around
a filled-out change of major card until
last semester.
That's sad.
When resumes ask what your outside
interests are, how do you fit 89 activities?
Guitar, ballet, sports, calligraphy, art,
golf, darts, horseshoes, Trivial Pursuit
and last but not least, cooking.
When I took a year off from UMO in
1981, I checked out nursing school and
cooking school. Both fell through for
various reasons and I came back to
UNIO as a double major in philosophy
and journalism. The writing training in
each is excellent and the method of
reasoning is different in each one. I'm
happy with my decision, but I want so
much more.
Having a lot of interests can be
enlightening, maturing and relaxing. It
can also mean you are never quite good
enough at any one thing.
No matter what you are doing, you
want to do something different.
Boredom sets in quickly, stripping you
of ambition for the task. Once boredom
arrives, other, sometimes less constructive activities become inviting. The
tendency and the accompanying frustration to quit when the "going gets tough"
is very strong. If only I could really love
doing just one thing at a time, say a fiveyear period, my problems would be solved and my mother would breathe a sigh
of relief.
People have asked me what my intentions are for my life since the time I was
in Kindergarden. How absurd.
The question is a little harder to laugh
off now, at my supposedly adult age.
think the reason I didn't attend my
fifth year reunion is because I couldn't
answer that horrid question. Do you
know how embarassing it is to say "I
don't know" or "everything"?
I guess being very good in many things
is a gift, and lam thankful. But the problem is I never had the time or the talent
perhaps to be excellent at anything. This
success oriented world demands excellence for its inhabitants to be able to
survive.
I will survive, I know. I can always be
a hairdresser, bartender, cook, news
reporter (?), English teacher, audiologist,
field hockey or gymnastics coach or official, singer, writer, or garbage woman.
I did want to be a school bus driver at
one time.
But getting through college with only
one or two majors is really a challenge.
Keep your fingers crossed, its not over
for me yet. Any one for flying?
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Reagan doesn't know issues, facts

The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and commentaries. Letters Asonid be 300 words or less; commentaries
should be about'450 words. Anonymous letters and commentaries arc welcothe , but names will be withheld from publication only under special circumstances. The Maine Campus
reserves the right to edit letters and commentaries for length,
taste and libel.

To the editor:

Concern over Far-Right
To the editor
Many other Scholars Against
the Escalating Danger of the
Far-Right and I have joined in
sponsoring the following statement. Since the issues raised in
this statement are of the gravest
concern for students, faculty,
clerical workers, administrators,
and other members of the
university community, we hope
the readers will consider these
issues before voting on
November 6.
"With Ronald Reagan as its
performing star in the White
house, the Far-Right is attempting to take over the Republican
Party and install itself in the
organs of Federal Government.
Four more years of Reaganism,
with self-righteous extremists
using law and government to
stifle their critics, would see a
sweeping attack on civil
liberties.
"Four more years of
Reaganism would bring us
closer to nuclear holocaust.
Unlawful intervention in Central American—and now the arrogant dismissal of the Contadora Treaty—threatens us
with another Vietnam. What
else is to be expected of an administration that everywhere
alien itself with governments
that hold their people in a state
of terror by death squads and
apartheid police?
"The military-industrial complex determines the direction of
scientific research and intrudes

more and more into our campuses. Funding for the
humanities and the social
sciences has been cut to the
bone.
"The Far-Rightists are
eroding the demarcation between church and state, and seek
to stifle women's rights, including the right to legal
abortion.
"The Civil Rights Commission is anti-civil rights, the
NLRB is anti-labor, the EPA is
anti-environmmt. The -administration champions special
privilages for the elite while life
for the working people, the
minorities
and
poor
deteriorates.
"An observer at the
Republican National Convention commented, "You get just
a wiff of fascism." A victory
at the polls would enable a second Reagan administration to
appoint still more justices to the
Supreme Court, sanction more
bigots and chauvinists, and
open the gates to a more
dangerous and sweeping
McCarthyism.
"Reagan and Reaganism
must be defeated. The enemy is
obfuscation and apathy. The
millions of newly registered
voters can make the difference
between victory and defeat. We
must mobilize our efforts and
act NOW."

After the first ReaganMondale debate, columnist
James Reston said that
Reagan's faltering performance
was not due to his age. Rather,
Reston said, Reagan's performance demonstrated that he
just doesn't understand the
issues and doesn't understand
the facts.
In the second debate, Reagan
"performed" better, but his
answers again indicated that he
doesn't understand the issues
and doesn't know the facts.
Several examples:
I. Reagan first talked of a
CIA head in Nicaragua, but
then said that he "misspoke"
and that no such person is in
that country.
2. Reagan alleged that the
major opposition to President
Marcos of the Philippines is
communist. This simply is not
true.
3. Speaking of his planned
"Star Wars" program, Reagan
said he did not know whether
the weapons that would be part
of that program would be placed in outer space.
4. When asked to mention
the areas of the world important to the United States,
Reagan failed to mention
Europe.
5. Reagan denied Mondale's
charges that he once said

nuclear missiles fired from ships
can be recalled. On the night
after the debate, all three TV
networks showed the film from
the press conference where he
preposterous
made this
asSertion.
6. In his closing statement,
which again was rambling and
unclear, Reagan asked whether
we want to repeat the weakness
"of the last four years,''
evidently forgetting that it is
now 1984 and not 1980.
Taken together, these examples again indicate that
Reagan is simply not in command of the facts and doesn't
understand the issues. Age is
not the problem here; this is the
man, after all, who once said
before becoming president that
trees cause pollution. Columnist David Broder has said that
these are the kinds of comments
that Reagan's aides want to prevent by sheltering him from the
press. When not so sheltered, he
is capable of comparing the
bombings in Lebanon to
remodeling a kitchen, of joking
about destroying the Soviet
Union, of claiming that the
Soviet arsenal is not land
based. Broder wonders: "What
is it that Reagan's aides want to
prevent the American public
from finding out about him?
Are they afraid that we will find
out that he just doesn't know
what's going on?"

If re-elected, Reagan will face
four more years filled with turmoil that may well serve to
discredit his views and policies.
At home we will probably face
another deep recession, due in
large part to increased military
spending, and further cuts in
spending for important human
services. Abroad, the situation
in the Middle East will undoubtedly deteriorate, and we
may well invade Nicaragua.
pious
Reagan's
Despite
assurances that he is opposed to
nuclear weapons, the arms race
will continue to escalate. A
Reagan not worried about reelection is a Reagan free to do
what he really thinks, and the
Reagan we saw in the second
debate, so concerned about
nuclear weapons, is not the real
Reagan of the last four years.
After Richard Nixon was
overwhelmingly re-elected in
1972, he soon left his office in
utter disgrace. Reagan may well
survive until 1989, but he may
leave office with no less
disgrace, if any of the above
predictions come true. He
doesn't understand the issues
and doesn't know the facts, but
what he thinks he knows is the
most frightening thing of all.
Steven Barkan
Assistant Professor,
Sociology

Write 'To the editor.' And
please, type or write legibly

Doug Allen
Professor of Philosophy

College Pres Service

Commentary

Summer jobs for youth
he Reagan administration has proposed a
program to provide summer jobs for
unemployed teenagers by establishing a subminimum wage.
Dubbed the "Youth Employment Opportunity
to hire
Act." the bill would permit businesses
workers 19 and younger for $2.50 an hour, subject
exto some tight restrictions. Employers would, for
ample, be forbidden to fire, transfer, or demote any
workers already hired before the act takes effect in
order to replace them with cheaper teenage labor.
Not even the wages of previously hired teens who
might otherwise qualify for .he "opriunity wage"
could be cut.
Labor Department projections indicate that the
special wage would open at least 400,000 and
posribly as many as 600,000 jobs for the most
chronically unemployed sector of the economy.
Unemployment among all youth is currently
hovering between 19 and 20 percent, more than twice
figures
the national rate of joblessness. But average
understate the severity of teenage unemployment in
America. Unemployment of relatively affluent white
teenagers is only IT percent or so, but unemploy-

T

meat of black teenagers is a catastrophic.43 percent.
Such inability to find jobs can have long term effects far more devastating than a short term lack of
constructive things to do. Studies by the National
Bureau of Economic Research have shown that work
experience is a key determinent of wages in the first
four years out of school. Data suggest that each year
of work experience may be associated with a 10 to
20 percent permanent increase in wages. Other
studies indicate that the discipline of even partemployment early in life makes workers better able
to hold a job later on.
Supporters of the bill before congress are quick
to point out that the youth opportunity wage act
would provide valuable employment experience to
nearly half a million teenagers at virtually no cost.
Current federal youth employment programs, which
would not be cut by the bill, provide 718,000 summer jobs for youth at a cost of $725 million.
Opponents of the bill, most notably the AFLC10, insist that the plan would take jobs away from
union workers and give them to younger, non-union
ones. Organized labor leaders seem to think that the
opportunity wage act sets a dangerous precedent,

even if it does have strict, built-in limitations backed by substantial criminal penalties.
The Ibuth Employment Opportunity Act could
be leading the way for a number of other programs
designed to reduce unemployment. The Urban
League, for instance, has recently proposed that
inner-city teens be exempted not only from the
minimum wage but also from Social Security Taxes,
The National Association of Minority Contractors
has suggested that the Youth Employment Opportunity -Act be combined with a Targeted Job Tax
Credit program to provide further incentives for hiring disadvantaged youth Several flat tax proposals
would drop anyone making less than $14,000 a year
off the the tax rolls completely.
And successful implementation of the bill might
bring on a rush of similar plans to spur economic
growth in targeted areas by preferential tax policies
and by selective reduction of government reguLation.
A rush of plans just in time for the 1988 elections.
From time to time, the Maine Campus will print
commentariesfrom the College Press Service that
may be of interest to students.
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Theyfear infringing on free speech

Campuses approve showing of porn flicks
Hereford, in a letter to Cynthia Taylor,
president of the Charlottesville, Va.,
NOW chapter, said that while he "personally abhors this kind of thing," he
feared banning the film would violate
the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, Taylor reports.
Also fearing it would squash free
speech, an Indiana University dorm
government last week approved a motion
to let students keep showing X-rated
movies in the dorm.
The week before, 25 University of
Iowa protestors tried to disrupt a cam-

(CPS) — Several campuses once again
have opted to approve using campus
funds and facilities to run pornographic
movies during the last month.
Most recently, University of Virginia
President Frank Hereford has refused a
National Organization of Women
(NOW) invitation to view the movie
"Deep Throat."
NOW wanted to enlist Hereford's support in banningifie film from UVa,
where it was shown as a fundraiser for
the Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity two
weeks ago.

communiq-ue
Thursday, Oct 25

Fridsry, Oct. 26

Career Day. More than 90
career representatives will
participate 9:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Fieldhouse.
*Graphic art sale I,y Matson
Galleries Ltd. 12 - 4 p.m.
Gallery I, Carnegie Hall.
*News of the world forum
12:15 p.m. Sutton Lounge_
"Tatyana Mamonova, exiled from
the USSR in 1980, will present
"Women in the Soviet Union"
4:30 p.m 100 Neville Hall.

'Michelle Dube, cellist
12:15 p.m. Sutton Lounge
Sabbath Eve Services by
Hine 4:30 p.m. Drummond
Chapel, Union.
•Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
6:30 p.m. Bangor Lounges, Union.
Hockey. UMO vs. Minnesota
7:30 p.m. Alfond Arena.
•Lord Hall Chamber Music Series
8 p.m. Lord Hall.

Thurs. Oct. 25

M.K. ULTRA
Wine Cooler Promo Night
Giveaways
To encourage driver safety Barstan's re offering 25. nonalcoholic beverages to
any person who identifies him or herself as an operator of a vehicle.

Phi
5

i4#)\‘

%9//0/2

pus showing of a movie called "Peeping
Tom."
The anti-pornography forces have
won a few times. The manager of a
University of Texas at El Paso campus
pub recently ordered the pub's pay tv
channel turned off at 10 p.m., when
SelecTV switches to blue movie
programming.
And soom after the Indiana dorm
council approved showing pornography,
the campus-wide Indiana University
Association passed a resolution condemning pornography and offering to work

Purple cow
appears at
state fair
PHOENIX, Ariz.(AP) — Some people see pink elephants when they've had
a few too many to drink, but Pixie, the
purple cow; was evident even to the
sober. .
.
. • ..
"If you were drunk, this would really
throw you off," observed Leslie
Womack, a visitor to the Arizona State
Fair, where Pixie milked attention from
passers-by on Saturday.
The cow had turned purple the day
before with a little help from her owner,
Bobbie Kerr, who said she wanted to lure
more people to the fair's animal exhibits.
"We wanted to make it something
special," she said.
So this. Kerr got up before dawn Friday, mixed blue and red food coloring
with water, then spray-painted one of her
500 cows with the purple mixture. She
got the idea from seeing painted animals
at fairs in other states, she said.
Pixie didn't have to jump over the
moon to get attention when she arrived
at the fair. Hundreds stopped by to see
her and collect stickers declaring, "I saw
the purple cow at the Arizona State
Fair."
Pixie will beon display for the rest of
the week, Ms. Kerr said. Unless it rains,
that is.

with the dean of students to teach
students "about the effects of pornography on our society."
Generally, however, students and administrators reluctantly go along with
the screenings, which are usually staged
by fraternities or campus film societies.
"This situation, observes William
Fishback, an aide to Hereford at
Virginia, "is not a winner in any
respect."
Fishback says Hereford finally decided that "we're talking about an issue of
freedom here. We will not ban movies
because this coultNead to book burnings
and such."
"This is a very complex issue of
values," NOW's Taylor replies.
"Hereford claims the school won't do
anything that is against community standards, but in Charlottesville, this is
against community standards."
She maintains "the cost of human
dignity is too great to show this type of
film on public grounds of a state school,
especially as a fundraiser."
Taylor also sees the issue as "the last
bastion of men against women at a
university."
The courts, however, have been quick
to rule against -those who would ban
movies, books or other forms of popular
culture.
In a May. 1983 landmark case, a
Michigan federal judge forced Grand
Valley State College administrators to
pay the $250 rental fee for a X-rated film
a student group wanted to show.
The college routinely had paid film
rental fees in the past, but didn't want
to fund a pornographic film.
Even student groups have shied away
from outright bannings. In the last six
months, student politicians at Penn,
Hawaii, Arizona State and even Virginia
rejected measures that would have barred X-rated films.
Hoping to steer a middle course, the
Cal-Santa Barbara student government
in 1983 voted to allow showing pornographic films, but to require they be
preceeded by a 10-minute educational
program on the subject.
Private Marquette University last fall
banned "Porkey's" because it included
"excessive sex" and "Monty Python's
The Meaning of Life" because it ws
"anti-Catholic!' Administrators received
no legal challenge, a Marquette
spokesman said.
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NORMAL,IL.(CPS) — In one of the
most violent episodes yet this fall of nationwide student resistance to strict new
drinking policies, as many as 1,000 Illinois State University students took to
the streets in a seven-hour riot last week.
The young people, mostly ISU
students, flocked from campus to city
hall on October 4th, pelting police with
rocks and breaking store and office windows, officials report.
Other protestors staged a sit-in at a
downtown theater and threw rocks at
police attempting to remove them.
Traffic on a nearby highway also was
disrupted by partying protestors equipped with a keg of beer, observers say.
Local and state police broke up the
seven-hour disturbance with tear gas
about 2:30 a.m, following three arrests
and a plea to students from ISU PresiWallace to stop
dent Lloyd
demonstrating. Officials report no
serious injuries.
Officials note new city laws governing
the use of alcohol and making students
get permits for parties are being enforced for the first time this fall.
"There have been reports of a number
of spontaneous parties with 2,000 or
3,000 people who take over whole
Steve
explains
neighborhoods,"
Mahrt, the city lawyer. "And there are
thousands of students out at night,
roaming neighborhoods, drinking beer.
Occasionally, a few get drunk and vandalize property."
Similar crackdowns are occurring on
other campuses this fall as civil arthorities move to curb off-campus partying, and enforce new drinking regulations and laws.
At the University of Texas at El Paso,
disorderly conduct charges were filed
against Phi Kappa Tau fraternity President Dan Soya when the frat's neighbors
complained about a noisy party.
The fraternity, which is appealing a
prior disorderly conduct conviction as
well as the current charge, plans to
relocate.
More frequent Southwest Missouri
State University police patrols are enforcing drinking regulations with a new law
allowing them to arrest students on
suspicion of a misdemeanor.
Thanks to recent hikes in the
minimum drinking age and new regulations designed to munimize campuses's
legal liability for student behavior,
milder protests have erupted at Wisconsin, North Carolina State, Indiana, Si
Bonaventure and Florida, among dozens
of schools, in recent weeks.

The ISU crackdown netted over 300
violators in August and September, says
Normal City Hall spokesman Mahrt.
There were only 17 in May and June.
But all the violations stemmed from
the city's public possession of alcohol ordinance, not the new mass gathering law
which requires permits for public gatherings of 100 or more, Mahrt reports.
"We haven't had a single party disturbance this fall," agrees Richard Godfrey, ISU director of institutional advancement and Normal mayor. "And the

feats have had no problem with the ordinance. It's very easy to comply
with."
Some students questioned the ordinance's summer passage, claiming few
students were on campus then, but Godfrey recalls ISU student leaders joined
discussions of the measure last spring.
And the demonstration, advertised
through leaflets and the campus
newspaper, was not endorsed by the student government, he adds.

Most protestors had no idea why they
were there, he maintains.
"I went into the crowd to talk to the
protestors." he says. "An extremly
small percentage of people were there to
be destructive Lots were around because
it was something to do on a warm October night."
Officials are prepared for more
demonstrations, but "we don't anticipate
any," Godfrey says. "Some students
have even suggested taking up a collection to pay for damages."

PAC contributions divide party
AUGUSTA(AP)— These are strange
times for Maine(s Democratic Party,
which finds itself' treading the narrow
line between what is ethical in politics
and what is practical.
At the top of the party's state ticket
is State House Majority Leader
Elizabeth H. Mitchell, whose campaign

Man invents
fish sausage
BLANCHARD, Ia.(AP) — Sausage
made of seafood may sound fishy, but
the point is that it doesn't taste that way,
says former meatcutter and sausage inventor Jack Anderson.
"This is going to be the biggest thing
since soy meat came out," said Anderson, owner of Anderson's Fish Sausage
Inc.
The sausage looks like pale hamburger, tastes like pork sausage, but is
made of fish—any of 35,000 underwater
species can be used, according to Anderson's U.S. patent office application filed in January. A special blend of spices
goes into the mixture, and it is ground
like regular sausage.
Fried, stuffed in bell peppers, simmered in chile, added to spaghetti or pizza, it is difficult to tell a difference between the fish sausage and regular pork
sausage, say Anderson and his family.
The family started experimenting with
fish recipes shortly after Anderson suffered three heart attacks and had to
eliminate foods high in cholesterol and
fat. It took four years to perfect the
sausage, which sells for $1.89 a pound
at Anderson's Fish Market.
What's next for the Anderson family? They're working on a line of fish
chili.

0
Have You Seen the Salad Bar
at Miller's Restaurant?

it's only $8.95
(T10NCOUS
ti)
More than 1.00 Hot Ei Cold Dishes
plus Standing Steamship Round of Beef
every evening!

ALL YOU CAN EAT ...
INCLUDING DESSERT

In defense of this dichotomy,
to oust Sen. William S. Cohen has
Democratic State Chairman Anthony W.
become a crusade against moneyed
raises freedom of choice,
the
Buxton
and
interests
political-action
special
"This isn't the kind of thing where you
committees formed to spread the wealth.
Yet right below on the same ticket is can say it's black or white, unless you're
congressional candidate Barry J. Hob- a candidate," Banton says. "Then you
bins, a state representative from Saco,
make your own choice."
The trouble is, no politician in his or
who happens to be depending more on
her right mind is going to make the
PAC contributions this year than any
choice that Mrs. Mitchell did and then
candidate in either party in Maine.
keep it to themselves.
The latest round of campaign seen"The corporations have the PACs,"
ding reports show Mrs. Mitchell had
raised more than $265,000 by the end of she told The Associated Press this week.
last month, without any direct support "They got the tax cuts which they
wanted. jhey got the weapons systems
from PACs.
which they wanted."
Conversely, Hobbins had raised more
than $100,000 in his bid to unseat
"If anybody thinks the influence of
freshman Rep. John R. McKernan Jr.,
money in Washington doesn't have
with more than half of the total—nearly
something to do with policy, they're kid556,000—coming from PACs largely
ding themselves."
represtative of organized labor.
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The Maine Campus
Photo Department...

•
•

has openings on Tuesday and Thursday
nights for darkroom workers. Applicants
must be experienced, have expertise in
printing, and be able to work under
pressure.
Those interested call:
Tom Hawkins at 581-1269 or 581-4515
These positions are available now
and will be filled on a first come basis.
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Seniors!!
Will Be Shot On Sight...
That's right! Philomena Baker of
Baker Studios In Hampden will be on
campus Monday Oct. 22 - Friday
Nov. 9 to shoot senior portraits.
Sign up EARLY for your
appointment in the
Senior Skulls Room 3rd
floor Memorial Union (I
V/,

Sittings are
FREE

11.11,1 1,r,r1
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Sports

Main
by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer

Soccer team sets eight records, wins 8-0
by Rich Garven
Staff Writer

The UMO soccelh team tied or set
eight school records as it beat the
University of Maine at Presque Isle 8-0
in the Bears' last home game this season
Wednesday in Orono,
Maine scored four goals in each half
and held the Owls to three shots on goal
as it upped its record to 8-7. UMPI falls
to 8-4-1.
The eight goals broke the old record
of seven set in 1973 against UMPI.
Maine bettered the record for total
assists in a game by two, with six, and
tied the season team assist record of 22.
UMO has three games left this season to
break this record.
The shutout was UMO goalkeeper
Jeff Spring's sixth of the season breaking the old record of five held by John
Hackett(1973) and Dave LaPrise (1980).
He now has nine career shutouts as a
sophomore. The record is II held by
LaPrise.
Spring said he was wanted the record.
bur credited his teammates for helping
him set it.
"Super guys, that's all I can say about
them." Spring said. "The four
fullbacks—Jeff Reinholz, Ron Robillard,
Steve Berardi and Ken Hall—
are the best four I've ever played
with."
UMO head coach Jim Dyer said he
wanted his players to be patient.
"1 think we showed a lot more patience than against Husson," Dyer
said. "Everyone was in a hurry to get
down field quickly. Today we played to
people's feet."

Maine beat Husson 3-1 on Oct. 16,
but after the game Dyer said "I think we
were a little overanxious today."
Jay Hedlund scored his seventh goal
of the season 2:42 into the game to give
Maine a 1-0 lead.
Pete Bouchard faked UMPI's Alan
Gordon to his right and passed the ball
to Hedlund, who was cutting through
the middle. Hedlund went around UMPl's Andy Bridge, who fell trying to intercept the pass, and shot the ball but of
goalkeeper Barry O'Donnell's reach into the far corner of the net.
Maine started working the ball up the
middle, but Dyer shouted to them to
"play the ball wide on the touchlines
(sidelines)."
"In a game like this, because we know
we can score, you tend to rush and their
defense bunches up quickly," Dyer
said. "I wanted to spread the defense out
by bringing the ball down the side. It's
all self-discipline in making the outside
pass and getting 11 players doing that
collectively."
Midfielder Ryen Munro took a pass
from Hedlund on the right side of the
field and beat O'Donnell with a shot to
the far corner of the net to give Maine
a 2-0 lead two minutes after Dyer's
instructions.
It was the first of three consecutive
Munro' goals which tied the UMO individual game record held by Ahmed
Hamid (1967) and Chris Newcombe
(1983). The sophomore had only scored
two goals in 27 college games before
Wednesday after scoring 35 his senior
year in high school.
Munro's second and third goals came
3:05 apart (34:55 and 38:00 into the
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UMO midfielder Ryen Munro scored three goals and added an assist as
he led the Bears to an 8-0 win over UMPI. Munro tied one record and set
another as Maine improved its record to 8-7. (McMahon photc»
game) to give Maine a 3-0 lead at
halftime.
The second goal came off a pass
from freshman Jim Seeley who
penetrated deep into the left side of the
penalty area before passing the ball to
Munro for the score. It was Sweeny's
first college point.
The third goal was set up by Jeff
mo,•
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Reinholz on a pas, that went over UMPt's Matt Woodbury's head and left —
Munro one-on-one with O'Donnell in
the goal area. Munro shot the ball past
the goalkeeper into the left corner of the
net.
Munroe said the goals were a result of
two factors, hard work and smart pla
(see SOCCER page II)
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Focus Presents the 4th annual

UMO Amateur Art
Competition & Exhibit
open to any UMO/BCC student. laculty,
or staff member who is an amateur
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Cash Awards
Deadline: October 30th. For more information, call
581-1734, or come to Director's Office, Memorial Union.
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Thursday, Oct. 25,
5:00 - 7:00 p.m.

Every Thursday is
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* Spaghetti Dinner *
and
Refreshments
With Alpha Omega Pi Sorority

ALL CAMPUS MEN WELCOME!
Next to the Newman Center

Pepsi Fr
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Heineken
Night
$1.05 all night

Humpty
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Budweis
12 packs
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12 packs
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Maine plays Minnesota in hockey this weekend
by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer

Jack Parker said. "They are going to win a lot of hockey games and
they deserve their preseason billing as
one of the best teams in the country."
The Terriers and the Gophers split last
weekend's series played at BU. Minnesota won Friday's game convincingly
5-2 and lost 5-4 in overtime on Saturday.
In other games `the Gophers have
defeated Lake Superior State twice and
registered a win and a tie against the

The Golden Gophers are coming! The
Golden Gophers are coming! The UMO
hockey team for the first time ever will
host a western hockey team as the
University of Minnesota Golden
Gophers will invade Alfond Arena Friday and Saturday nights.
Minnesota will be the first of four
teams from the %Western Collegiate
Hockey Association to visit Orono this
year. Northern Michigan, Wisconsin,
and North Dakota will all play at Attend
before January.
The games with the WCHA teams are
a result of the joint scheduling agreement between the WCHA and Hockey
East. All games played with the western
schools will count toward the. Hockey
East standings.
The Gophers could be the best team
to play in Orono not only this year but
in past years as well. Minnesota was
ranked number one in a pm-season poll
by Sports Illustrated. Maine head coach
Shawn Walsh said tbe G,phers University of Denver for a season record
could be the best sports tenor to ner play of 3-1-1.
in Orono with the possible exception of Last year, Minnesota had a 27-11-2
the University of Miami baseball team. overall record and finished third in the
Minnesota has qualified for the ---WCHA posting a league mark of 16-9-1.
NCAA Hockey Tournament 11 times
Few teams in the country can boast a
and have won the nationl championship
Xtter record placing players in the NHL.
three years. The Gophers have also been
Fourteen Gophers have played in the
runner-up five times.
NHL and a total of 46 have played pro
"There's no question that they're as
hockey. There have also been 47 former
good a college team as I've seen in quite olympians who have worn the maroon
a while,"Boston University head coach
and gold of Minnesota.
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Minnesota Head Coach Brad Buetow
has 20 lettermen returning from last
year's team which includes 10 of last
season's top 11 scorers.
Left winger Tom Rothstein is the
team's leading returning sniper who
scored 30 goals and added 34 assists.
Another player to watch will be Pat
Micheletti who was the team's second
leading scorer a year ago notching 26
goals and 34 assists. He has been on fire

in the early going thus far with seven
goals and eight assists in five games.
One player who will not make the trip
for the Gophers will be former olymptan
Corey Millen who suffered a separated
shoulder and will be out 2-3 weeks.
The Golden Gophers have gone with
two goalies thus far and have received
solid performances from both.
Junior goalie Frank Pietrangelo had

a 3.47 GAA and a .887 save percentage
last year and this year has a 2.73 GAA
and a .879 save percentage.
Freshman netminder John Blue has
registered a 3.38 GAA and a .890 save
percentage in three games.
Buetow, who has been at the Minnesota helm for the last five years said
he is expecting tough games from Maine.
"We have a lot of respect for
Maine," Buetow said. "They beat a
quality team in Providence, legitimately."
LOOSE PUCKS—The attendence for
last Saturday's Providence/Maine game
has been changed. The initial figure of
3,130 represented the turnstile count. The
actual number of tickets sold was 3,814
said hockey sports information director
Drew Finnic
Sophomore defenseman Mark
Dallaire of Biddeford, who made the
team as an unrecruited walk-on was cut
from the team on Sunday.
In case you missed it, a poll of Hockey
East Coaches picked Maine to finish in
last place in the seven team league.
Boston University was chosen to
finish at the top of the league followed
by Boston College, New Hampshire,
Providence College, Northeastern,
Lowell, and Maine. The only Bear player
to be selected to the coaches preseason
first and second teams was captain Rene
Comeault who was a second-team
selection.
"I wouldn't want it any other way, Ray
Jacques said of the Bears cellar prediction. "It gives us more incentive,"

•Soccer
"I think (I scored) threw hard work of
the team and determination to get into
the box," Munro said. "I just took
advantage of what he gave me."
Maine ended the first half winning 4-0
with 16 shots on goal. The Owls had no
shots on goal. No records are kept by
UMO for fewest shots on goal in a game.
Dyer played everyone who dressed for
the game in the half except for reserve
goalkeeper David Roy.
UMPI head coach Frank McGrath
said the Bears beat his game plan.
"They put too much pressure on us
with ball control," McGrath said. We
felt we'd sit back and wait for a couple
of breakaways.
Forward David Andreasen scored
Maine's fifth goal 27:02 into the second
half. It was his third goal of the season.

(continued from page 10)
Hedlund took a shot from the left side
of the field that O'Donnell came out to
stop. O'Donnell ran into teammate
Bruce Underqust, knocking the ball
along the crease toward Andreasen. He
then kicked it into the empty net
Hedlund's second assist of the gagie
tied him with three others for the single
game assist record. He now has six on
the season which breaks the old record
of four, held by six players.
Midfielder Jeff Sweeny made it 6-0
when he scored his first collegiate goal.
Sweeny faked Underqust to his left and
shot the ball from I8-yards away into the
far corner of the net.
The Bears' last two goals came 2:27
apart (with 5:57 and 3:30 left in the
game) to make the final 8-0.
Bouchard scored the seventh goal

when he kicked a loose ball into the right
corner of the net. Munro started the play
by taking a shot on O'Donnell, which he
couldn't handle. Munro took five shots
in the game, scoring on three.
The assist gave Munro seven points for
the game, breaking the old record of six
set by Hamid in 1967. In soccer scoring
records two points are given for a goal
and one for an assist.
Reinholz scored his first goal of the
season when he lofted a shot from the
right side which got over a jumping
O'Donnell. Six different players scored
for Maine in the game.
Hedlund said the goals were a result
of "good, team play."
"It doesn't matter who does it, or who
puts it in the net," Hedlund said.
"Sometimes the forwards get sensa-

tionalized for scoring and it's just good
play by the whold team.
"You can't stress enough where in soccer it's a team effort and it starts at the
goalkeeper and goes up the the front. It
just so happens a forward might score
more of them," Hedlund said.
Maine's next game is Saturday at Colby College at 11 a.m.
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Escape to "The Woods':..

L&A Market

ation, call
irial Union.

Mill Street, Orono
866-2551
The little guy tries harder

Evergreen Apartments—New 1
'bedroom fully furnished apartments
with all utilities included.

* This Week's Specials *
Pepsi Free, Reg & Diet

S1.29
plus tax & deP

Humpty Dumpty Chips

$1.09

8.5 OZ.

Budweiser

skstertee. —

12 packs

$5.45
plus tax & dep

$4.99

Busch Beer

plus tax & den

12 packs

$3.99

Carlo Rossi

plus tax

3 liter

VCR MOVIES $2.50

Whispering Pines—Luxury 2
bedroom condominium townhouses
conveniently located near campus.
Models open for inspection.
Call

RI. Realty Management
942-4815

re
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Field hockey team ends season with 4-1

the
daily)

win

by Gina Ferazzi
Staff Writer

vol. XCV no. X

"There is no doubt that UMO field
hockey is the best in the state," Maine
Coach Jeri Waterhouse said after her
team beat Colby College 4-1 Wednesday
in Orono.
"This game was the finale after
beating all the in-state teams by a good
margin and especially since we aren't in
the MA1AW State Tournament," she
said. Maine is now under ECAC
qualifications.

UM(
by Peter Gray
Staff Writer

UMO has a 51.6
budget deficit,
estimatediuition shc
for fall 1984, said tht
financial manageme.
Charles Rauch Jr.
has been operating o.
deficit for the past
"A common piaci
some departments N
than their budget be
the year, funds were
pensate for their del
are trying to live
because we don't
available at the end
up for overexpendit
Rauch said the
cover past deficits
funds and money
equipment. "It use'
end of the school y
ing a more direct a
There are two ni.
sider which would
the budget deficit, 14
gest factor would
estimate the enroll]
figures match up,
would be the amou
we receive; if we g
pected, we're mu4
said.
UMO President ,
"Everyone involvt

Assistant coach Rindy Fogler said,
"We wanted to wia decisively to show
the teams in-state we can handle any
team that might win States." Colby is
a prominent team vying for the state
championship.
Senior co-captain Brenda Baird said,
"We expected to win — we just didn't
know by how much."
Maine put more goals past Colby
goalie Hilary Seward than the final score
shows. In the first half, three Maine
goals were called back because they were
undercutted and lofted into the cage
which is considered dangerous.
So, instead of leading 7-0 at halftime
Maine settled with a four-goal lead. All
Maine's goals were unassisted.
Denise Boutin put Maine on the
scoreboard 4:54 into the game_ Then
Connie Dumais and Nancy Nigro scored
their fifth goals of the season within two
minutes of each other. With 20 seconds
left in the half Kim Morrison drove in
the fourth goal 16-yards out.
Maine tallied 17 shots on goal to Colby's three in the first half.
Waterhouse substituted all but four
positions in the second half, but Colby
could only turn out four more shots on
goal. Joanne LaMarre scored the Mules
lone goal at 1022. Maine slowed down
offensively in the second half taking only
six shots on goal. Seward saved a total
of 17 Maine shots.

fun,

goal of the season while leading the Rears
Mane field hockey player Connie Dontals scored her
to a 4-1 win over Colby College Viednesdas. I. MO finished the season with a 7-6-1 record under new
photo
IFerazzi
head coach Jeri Waterhouse.
Colby dropped to 3-6-1 while Maine
ended its season at 7-6. Waterhouse said
the record met her preseason expectations of a .500 finish.
The season finale hasn't really hit
Baird, the team's only senior. "It's
weird, no more hockey," she said,
walking off the field.
Baird said she'll be using the extra time
to relax more and catch up with her
academics. "I got a lot to do," she
said.
Waterhouse and Fogler will be spending most of their free time recruiting.
This is a big recruiting week with the
start of the Maine high school field
hockey tournaments. "Between the two
of us we expect to see about eight
games," Fogler said.

WHAT IS A
HEART ATTACK?
A heart attack is the death of a parion ot heart muscle that may result
n disability 0, death depending On
how much of the heart ts damaged
It occurs when an obstruction in one
of the coronary arteries prevents the
blood from supplying oxygen to the
heart muscle Heart attack symptoms may inciude chest pain nausea
and shortness of breath The oSis of

• w.-

heart attack can be redocod by treating high Oboe OreSSure, avdfdfn9
cigarette smoking observing a low
cholesterol diet and maintaining riot.
ma] body weight
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Halloween
Personals fif
Will run next
Wednesday, Oct. 31st

A

bring all of your
messages to
the Maine Campus

by Rich Garven
Staff Writer

An American st
medical school
witnessed last yea]
Caribbean island,
day to mark
anniversary.
Dave Glowack
Georges Universit
about 150 peop
Union steps befc
press confererke
people in atteda
was sponsored 131
and was invit
Republicans to 3
invasion.
"(The) USA
profit, non-part

ClocksC1
•

(We're in the basement
of Lord Hall)
Friday, Oct. 26
101 Neville
at 6:30, 8:30, 10:30
Tickets at door
$1.50

$1.50 for 20 words.
$1.00 for each additional
20 words.
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